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 heat pipe  solar water heater (compact pressure)

Model Tube Specification Tube 
Coating

Absorber
Area

Frame 
Angel

Tank 
Capacity

Loading Quantity 

20GP 40GP 40HQ

UAC-100H Φ58mm*1800mm-10Pc heat pipe 1.01 ㎡ 45°/38°/25° 90L 68 143 168

UAC-120H Φ58mm*1800mm-12Pc heat pipe 1.21 ㎡ 45°/38°/25° 110L 58 121 141

UAC-150H Φ58mm*1800mm-15Pc heat pipe 1.39 ㎡ 45°/38°/25° 135L 50 101 119

UAC-180H Φ58mm*1800mm-18Pc heat pipe 1.82 ㎡ 45°/38°/25° 160L 41 94 104

UAC-200H Φ58mm*1800mm-20Pc heat pipe 2.02 ㎡ 45°/38°/25° 180L 38 86 94

UAC-250H Φ58mm*1800mm-25Pc heat pipe 2.50 ㎡ 45°/38°/25° 230L 33 80 80

UAC-300H Φ58mm*1800mm-30Pc heat pipe 3.04 ㎡ 45°/38°/25° 265L 27 66 66

Specification:
※ Vacuum tubes: Φ 58mm*1800mm  with heat pipe inside
※ Bracket: 2.0mm Alluminum alloy
※ Inner tank: 1.2mm SUS304-2B Stainless steel Dia 380mm  
※ Outer tank: 0.4mm Galvanized steel  Dia 490mm 
※ Including P/T valves, magnesium Rod, electric heater
※ Max Pressure 10 bar, working pressure 6 bar

Electric heater P/T safe valve 25° angle 45° 
angle
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Working Principle
1)Vacuum tube is composed of inner and outer glass pipe, inspiratory layer,vacuum space, inspriatory 
membrane. The surface of inner and outer glass tube is plated with selective absorption layer. The layer 
absorb the solar energy and turn it into heat energy, aluminum fins pass the heat energy to the heat 
pipe,the liquid medium in the heat pipe is heated by the heat energy, then turns into the gas medium, 
the gas medium flows up to the top of the heat pipe (condenser) and transfer the energy to the copper 
manifold header heat pipe. At the same time the gas medium turns into the liquid when cooled, then 
flows down. Keep recycling.

2) An electronic controler measures the temperature of the solar collector and the water 
in the bottom of the storage tank. And it control the electrical heater which install in the 
tank,when the weather is not good,and the controller will start the electrical heater 
antomatical. and stop it when it reach to the Point-Temperature people need.

Features
1.Adopt patented heat pipe, which adopt fine copper as material and special processing, 
then there are no incrustation, no bursting within extreme cold winter up to -35 degree.
2.Adopt solar collector technology, which assures to be anti-freeze in winter. And it could 
also work in the bad weather with better efficiency.
3.Double energies: You could use hot water at any time in sunny daytime. At night or cold 
outdoor weather, you can adopt an electrical heater for auxiliary.
4.Automatically intelligent control and management all day.
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